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The problem
Aluminium smelting requires a massive amount of electricity - continuously.  

Aluminium smelters essentially operate at full capacity for 
their entire lifespans, which;

1. creates power supply issues for national grids 

2. has a significant effect on the cost of production

3. means the industry cannot respond to oversupply.
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Just 200 aluminium smelters consume 
the same amount of power as 1.2 billion 

people use domestically



EnPot is a new mechanical technology that can be retro-fitted to 
90% of the world's aluminium smelters. 

• Breaks the constraints of the existing cell design

• Energy consumption can be increased or decreased 

by as much as 30%. 

EnPot transforms the way energy is consumed 
during the aluminium smelting process 
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Transformative technology



How EnPot works
Provides dynamic control of the smelter’s pot-lines.

Existing process:  
• Increasing production = increasing amperage =  excessive heat = 

ledge melting/pot tap out
• Decreasing production = decrease in amperage = deficit of 

heat= ledge freezing. 

Process with EnPot:
• EnPot = air-conditioner when increasing amperage
• EnPot = a thermal blanket when decreasing amperage
• Energy use and production can be varied by +/- 30%.
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The EnPot system places up to 60 intricate heat 
exchangers against the side of each pot 



Proving the technology
EnPot was installed in a partitioned section of TRIMET Aluminium SE smelter in Essen, Germany in 
June 2014. 

• “The EnPot technology allows us to dynamically 
control the heat loss of the pot.

• “It basically allows us to break the constraints of the 
current cell design.”

Roman Düssel, Production Manager – Electrolysis, TRIMET 
Aluminium SE, Essen.

It has taken a decade to perfect 
the EnPot system 
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More efficient way to 
produce aluminium
EnPot could transform profitability.

Power savings 
• Normal operating mode savings = 1.8% = 

45,000 homes 
• Modulation operating mode savings = 7% = 

180,000 homes.

Profitablity in normal operating mode 
• 300,000mt at breakeven = savings of 

US$3.6m per annum (@US1672mtAL).
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Part of the solution to intermittent 
power generation
Without a solution, the problem will only get worse.

“Under the Energiewende programme, the EnPot 
technology could be used like a virtual battery to 
buffer demand against supply in Germany,.

Dr. Martin Iffert, CEO of TRIMET Aluminium SE.
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More cost effective than building 
new power generation
The EnPot technology is much cheaper than building new generation capacity.

• EnPot cost to free up 150MW at peak 
times= US$20m

• Cost to construct 150MW of new power 
generation = US$3.3 - 7.5 billion. 
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Power to the People
The amount of power smelters could free up at peak domestic consumption times is significant.

• 2.5 million homes in Europe
• 1.1 million homes in North America
• 25 million homes in China
• 5.3 million homes in India

= 33 million homes in four regions.
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Supply and demand
EnPot allows closer matching of supply to demand.

• Maximum production 24/7 x 365 = 
oversupply when demand is low

• Oversupply = stockpiling = depressed 
prices.

Dynamics of aluminium production means 
usual economic paradigms are distorted
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A new way of thinking
New technology has the potential to transform the market. 

• New technology often requires new economic 
paradigms and new ways of thinking

• TRIMET are future-proofing their business 
and cementing aluminium smelting’s 
position in the German industrial landscape.
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Smelters that can adapt will equip 
themselves best for long-term survival 



Summary
New EnPot technology solves problems inherent in the aluminium smelting process.
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-
• Requires new economic paradigms and 

ways of thinking
• Not all smelters will be able to increase 

amperage.

+
• ability to turn energy consumption up or 

down by as much as 30%.
• Allows for modulation
• Accommodates intermittency in grid
• Frees up peak power for other users 
• More energy efficient
• Supply can be matched more closely to 

demand
• Retrofittable to 90% of the world’s smelters 
• Cost effective.



Energia Potior Limited is a collaboration between 
Auckland UniServices Limited 

and
Yunca Holdings Limited. 
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www.energiapotior.com


